
Inspire™ Discovery

A Revolutionary New Approach to Discovery

For the last decade, libraries have been promised a solution that will help them deliver  
a research experience on point with our modern, digital world. As the innovator of library 
technology solutions, we see it as our duty to deliver on that promise.

We’re proud to introduce our newest product — Inspire Discovery.

Make Your Library 
Essential

Inspire
Curiosity

Bring Students Back  
to the Library

PUT YOUR LIBRARY AT THE CENTER   
OF THEIR WORK
With our newest solution, you give your students and faculty the benefits  
of a personal research assistant with one comprehensive search experience.

Discovery offers the most:

Contextually relevant information to extend and enhance  
discovery and make new connections

Meaningful, centralized presentation of search results

Visual, intuitive experience, inspiring curiosity and  
generating new ideas



BRING STUDENTS BACK TO THE LIBRARY 
— AGAIN AND AGAIN
With Discovery, students and faculty will see your library as an 
indispensable, total solution for research. They’ll have access to 
more of the knowledge they seek and uncover new information 
they weren’t expecting — all in a more compelling, comprehensive 
presentation than any other search solution provides today, and 
they’ll engage in more meaningful exchanges with your librarians.

Students will conduct research with greater ease, speed, and new 
ideas, and they’ll value your library even more than they do today.
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THE FIRST OF ITS KIND
With solutions of the past, students, faculty, and researchers resigned 
to sifting through lists of search results, hunting for clues and answers 
in a long list of traditional bibliographic resources.

We’ve re-engineered the discovery experience to give students an 
intuitive, dynamic experience consistent with their expectations of 
modern media and technology. 

We built our solution with several fundamental differences, including:

Native Linked Data

By transforming your library’s MARC records into 
BIBFRAME, Discovery reveals multi-dimensional 
relationships.  Discovery accesses a broader collection of 
resources, yielding results of greater context and variety.

A Contextual Interface  

Powered by a proprietary context engine, Discovery reveals 
more than just the linear list of text descriptions found in 
other search and discovery solutions. Search results are 
displayed in a Context Wheel™ that reflects the relationships 
between resources, people, and concepts as we inherently 
think about them.

See it to believe it. 
To truly understand why this discovery solution is  
like none other in its class, you need to experience it.

Request a demonstration.

510.619.3566  sales@iii.com   www.iii.com/discovery

Trust Innovative to 
transform the business 
of your library

Discovery represents the 
first product available on 
our new library experience 
platform, Inspire™. New from 
the ground up and designed 
to evolve with our digital 
world, Inspire reflects our 
commitment to help libraries 
thrive now and into the 
future.

Count on Inspire products 
to deliver vibrant, intuitive 
experiences that embody the 
attributes uniquely inherent 
to libraries—discovery, 
knowledge, and community.

 To learn more,  
visit www.iii.com. 


